
Hey y’all, Jasper here.

So you might notice that we jump from episode 14 straight to episode 16 this week, passing over “The

Benders”. We’ll briefly go over some bullet points as to why as part of our check-in when we post the

episode as well, but here’s a longer overview.

When it comes down to it, my co-hosts and I feel that 1X15 simply does not add enough narratively or in

terms of character development to merit discussing. The episode attempts to explore the nature of

humanity versus the nature of monsterdom, as most of the episodes in the series do. The whole of the

horror genre seeks to investigate and deconstruct this binary, and 1X15 is no exception. But what we are

presented with in this episode is obvious, offensive, and trite.

The monster we are presented with is the Bender family -- a family of the rural poor living in abject

poverty. Their home is made to look ramshackle and it is filled with decrepit furniture, rusted tools, old

and dirty piles of junk. The family themselves are dirty and disheveled caricatures of the rural poor. Take

for example clearly prepubescent Missy, who is far too thin and hair wild. The Benders live on the

outside of mainstream society and are insular in their community. Jefferey Jerome Cohen’s Seven

Monster Theses discuss the position of the monster as existing on the border of the known and

understood, placing the Benders easily in a position of monsterdom. This is not an unknown or

uncommon trope for the rural poor: Deliverance is famous for exploiting this trope, and was likely in part

an inspiration for 1X15. In this case, the Benders are also cannibals, and the writers borrowed the

barebones plot points of The Most Dangerous Game to work as the framework of the plot.

Let’s talk about what makes The Most Dangerous Game interesting. Zaroff (the hunter of the story) had

been a big game hunter and was also a WWI veteran. His experiences lead him to grow bored with

hunting animals, so he kidnaps and hunts humans on his island. The story in and of itself, through

Zaroff’s sadism and predation, explores the same kinds of themes that most horror does (as previously

mentioned) the nebulous space between human and monster. But what stands out for me is Zaroff’s

elevated economic class. The ennui that he speaks to in the story is one that is often thematically tied to

the wealthiest in society and often portrayed in media, e.g The Great Gatsby, The Wolf of Wall Street,

Hannibal, etc. The fantasy of Zaroff’s extreme entertainment is one that only works when it is assigned to

the wealthy. People in lower economic classes simply do not have the material or time resources to

avoid capture or punishment for these heinous crimes, partially because current society is set up to keep

them working 99% of the time to scrape by and also because the poor are consistently targets of police

surveillance and violence. If the writers were interested enough in The Most Dangerous Game to invest

this much time in adapting it, I have to wonder why there wasn’t more time taken to explore the

nuances of the class relationships inherent to the story.

So what about economic class and state violence then? The poor are not poor by moral failing or by

accident. They are systematically disenfranchised by the state, through various forms of legislation,

within tax processes, unequal access to education (which we know becomes cyclical), prohibitively

complicated government aid programs, etc. I want to repeat that the Benders live on the outside of



mainstream society. This is due to their economic status. This is also true of the Winchesters. They are

canonically homeless; they are canonically drifters. Because of this, I can only assume the audience is

intended to compare them. With that in mind, I find it extremely uncomfortable that the Winchesters

ally themselves with Kathleen, the “good” cop. Police are the physical arm of state violence. They are the

natural enemies of those disenfranchised by the state. Police action or inaction itself is the one thing I

found to be accurate to reality in 1X15. The police had been unable to solve the missing persons cases

for a number of years, stumbled onto one on accident, and then acted as judge, jury, and executioner to

a disenfranchised human being who had already been subdued. Previous episodes in the show go out of

their way to position Sam as ambivalent to police and Dean as disdainful on top of the writing in general

lending police a moderately bumbling quality, so this team up runs somewhat counter to their characters

(although yes I am aware that in the situation of the episode Dean didn’t have much choice). Further, I

would argue that joining forces with a cop to enact violence on the rural poor is a form of class betrayal.

Ultimately, this could have been a powerful vehicle to explore the way the Winchesters situate

themselves in the larger economic framework of society and if the disappearances had been perpetrated

by someone wealthy it could help account for the ineffectuality of the police, or even suggest a level of

complicity, as the wealthy are often deeply involved or invested in their local politics. The bizarre

addition of cannibalism, which I am convinced was only added in as part of the “Cannibal Clan” trope,

could even be explained away with that ennui that motivates the human hunting instead of being a

harmful othering of the rural poor. “The Benders” ends feeling trite and offensive, on top of out of line

with the attitudes of the show and characters.

1X15 is hardly the only episode that struggles with being offensive and trite (looking at 1X8 “Bugs”), but

what sets it apart is the absolute lack of any new thematic content. The big character ideas of the

episode appear to me to be two things. First is the Winchester’s devotion to each other. But this was not

in question. At this point in the story, the audience absolutely understands the lengths to which Sam and

Dean will go to save each other. Remember that in 1X12 “Faith” Sam found a way to heal Dean’s fatal

heart injury, and his seeming lack of remorse when they discovered an innocent had to die for Dean to

be healed. Second is the Winchester’s understanding of themselves as “freaks”. But this was delved into

deeply in 1X6 “Skin” -- both of the boys explore their identity as outsiders to normal human society and

their relative comfort in that space, despite their difficult lives. The audience doesn’t need Dean to say

“Monsters I get. People on the other hand” to know this about the Winchesters. So what did we learn

from this episode? What is this episode doing to move the narrative? Anything?

The only meritable scenes in 1X15 happen in the first 15 minutes or so: Dean talking about Godzilla with

that little kid, and then the One Hour Long Bisexual Chaos Bathroom Hookup.

So yeah, in conclusion, we skipped this one because I hate it and it’s stupid :)

-Jasper


